
 
 

 
 
 

PRESS RELEASE – 10th February 2012 
 
 

The Maltese techno project, Duo Blank have recently released a single 
entitled 'Even' which features Errol Sammut on vocals. Duo Blank consist of 
Frank Cachia and Edwin Balzan on synthesizers. 
This single has been released in anticipation of the imminent issue of Duo 
Blank's next studio album, Propulsion.   
The single may be accessed freely on the website: soundcloud.com/duoblank
 
Duo Blank's partnership with the Airport Impressions and KOI's frontman - 
Errol Sammut goes back to early 2011 when one of its members, Frank 
Cachia had produced the first KOI release entitled ‘Tears in your Eyes’. 
During the same period, Duo Blank were looking for singers to various tracks 
in their forthcoming album and decided to invite Errol over to their studio to 
record 'Even'. 
 
The track is dark and electronic with distinctly protest-oriented lyrics - Errol's 
vocals are also presented in a robotic vocoder voice in the song's verse. The 
track also evolves into a simple melodic synth-line - a characteristic which is 
predominant to the duo's eighties synthpop influences. The song’s words and 
music are by Edwin Balzan, whilst the song was entirely recorded, produced 
and mixed by Duo Blank at their own studio in Qormi. 
 
This single release comes shortly after Edwin and Frank's visit to the Wired 
Masters post production mastering suite in the UK, where this single together 
with all tracks from their upcoming album were mastered. 
 
Duo Blank background: 
Duo Blank were formed in 1998 and have so far released 1 studio album 
(Hectic Electric) in 1999 and a live album (Transmission - Live at Nova) in 
2002, together with various singles on various international labels spanning 
between 2001 and 2007. The duo were also active in the local live techno 
and electronic dance circuit with their energetic live sets accompanied by the 
use of an interesting mix of computer and retro-hardware music equipment. 

 
 

Contact: duoblank.com / duoblank@yahoo.com  
Tels: (+356) 9945 7445 – Edwin,  (+356) 79 909 303 – Frank. 

http://www.soundcloud.com/duoblank
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